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What colors are right for my users?
Should I stay within the web-safe color pallet?
Will it affect the mood of the user?
What about colorblind users?
Do I have to use my corporate colors?

These are some of the many questions you need to ask yourself when making intelligent color choic-
es for your web-based application. This document will focus on the objective qualities of color and
how the choice of these colors can increase productivity and decrease stress and fatigue for users
that spend hours a day in front of a monitor.

Colors communicate, motivate, and play an important role in usability. The right colors draw the eye
to the most important areas on the screen. The right colors maximize readability and minimize opti-
cal fatigue. The wrong colors strain the eyes and lower the level of comprehension.

Color is a perceived experience.

When someone asks you what your favorite color is, you may or may not be sure, but you can be
certain that there are some color experiences that you like better than others. Responses to color
are viewed on an intuitive level and are bound up with associations of other experiences. One 
person might have had a positive experience in the past with yellow and someone else might have
had a bad experience, both unconsciously. It is the designer’s responsibility that these preferences
not influence the color choices for your application.

This brief will approach color choice objectively based on the influences of:

• Branding
• Usability
• Ergonomics 
• Globalization

Color is only one of the

design issues you are

addressing. No one part is

more important than the

other.

INTRODUCTION

A theoretical web-based

application design 
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COLOR 101

Color 101

Here are some terms that are relevant to color:

Primary Colors - red, blue, yellow
Secondary Colors - green, purple and orange are blends of the primary colors
Tertiary Colors - blends of both primary and secondary colors

Consumer vs. Internal Applications

Customer side web-based applications are designed more for short-term use than applications built
for internal use. Their color is normally much bolder and based on the needs of the customer.
Because applications designed for internal use are confidential in nature, the examples shown in this
brief are either conceptual or public website. The web-based applications for internal use are 
usually much more complex in layout and color usage due to information density.

The web-safe pallet is dead. Web-safe color issues have more to do with the fact that in the early
Internet days most monitors only displayed 256 colors. All other colors were made by setting two
different colors next to each other, known as dithering, thereby tricking the eye into thinking that it
sees only one color. The web-safe pallet only has 216 colors because only 216 of the total 256 were
the same across all platforms.

This is no longer relevant. Today’s tube and LCD monitors display
RGB in thousands if not millions of colors. You can safely ignore the
web pallet unless your users have monitors that only display 256
colors. The issue these days is the gamma differences: The PC 
standard gamma setting shifts the colors darker than on the Mac.

With the majority of web-based applications being used by 
professionals on state-of-the-art hardware, the designer is freed to
use 16.7 million colors instead of the archaic 216 colors of the 
web-safe pallet.The web-safe color pallet

The color wheel

1

2

3

Color trends change con-

stantly but human behavior

doesn’t. Don’t let trends

dictate your color choice in

application development.



COLOR 101 (Continued)

Illustration 2

Warm Colors

Hue

This refers to that chromatic quality of a color which we indicate by its name, such as blue, green-
ish blue, etc. Illustration 1 has an interface with a color pallet of 3 hues - blue, green, and orange.
Hues not only should be harmonious with each other, they also should use the appropriate amount
of space. Generally, you can use cool hues in greater amounts than you can warm hues. The amount
of cool and warm hues are correctly balanced in Illustration 1. (See Warm and Cool Colors below)

Value

This refers to the relation of a color to white and to black, which we indicate when we say light blue
or dark blue. The value of green A in Illustration 1 is darker than value of green B. (Also see Contrast) 

Warm Colors

Warm refers to the visual “temperature” of a color and most extreme in the red and orange hues.
Illustration 2 shows all warm colors. Although applicable to some website, warm colors do not lend
themselves to applications meant for long term use. Warm colors visually come to the forefront and
are useful in demanding attention to elements such as action buttons.

Illustration 1

Hue and Value

A B
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COLOR 101 (Continued)

Cool Colors

This category of colors is most extreme in the blue and green hues as shown in Illustration 3. You
can use cool colors in much larger areas than you can warm colors because they are much easier
on the eye. As warm colors pop-out and come visually to the forefront, cool colors recede and are
functional background colors.

Neutral Colors

Neutral refers to colors with no saturation, meaning black, white, and the entire range of greys. 
In Illustration 4 all elements are neutral with the exception of the orange button. The entire range 
of neutral colors are harmonious with all hues making them extremely flexible. If used in large 
areas, they tend to lack emotional impact. Light grays also usually communicate a disabled state 
of an element.

Illustration 3

Cool Colors

Illustration 4

Neutral Colors
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COLOR 101 (Continued)

Contrast

This refers to the difference between color values. This is an effective technique for making ele-
ments “pop”.  In Illustration 5 the contrast between the button/navigation and the background is very
high.  It has a high degree of “squint factor” and is useful in legible text and elements that have a
high visual priority. The opposite applies to Illustration 6 which has very low contrast between the
elements and background. Low contrast color combinations create a very “flat” look but are
extremely easy on the eye.

Complementary Colors 

These are opposite colors on the color wheel as shown in Illustration 5. Orange is the complemen-
tary color of Blue and visa versa. The orange is more intense next to a blue and the blue more
intense next to an orange. They complement each other.

Harmonious Colors

These are colors close together on the color wheel, such as shades of blue shown in Illustration 3.

Illustration 5

High Contrast

Illustration 6

Low Contrast
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BRANDING

How branding issues affect color choice

Strong corporate brands are manifested by color in all media including internal and customer facing
web-based applications. Because your logo and corporate colors usually can’t be changed, this is
where your color pallet starts and determines the other colors for your user interface. You need to
follow the corporate guidelines on how to use your corporate ID. Colors, sizes, the area surround-
ing the logo and its background all need to be dictated by these carefully thought out rules. 

Although the corporate identification might take up a small percentage of the screen, it affects the
surrounding colors and makes a perfect foundation for a web-based application color pallet. It has
been approved by legal, marketing, and sales and has objectives already established for the brand.
It is the seed from which your pallet will grow.

Creating a color pallet

Color choice should be harmonious with the logo color, not complementary. For example,
Southwest Airlines has a simple, warm color pallet that is well established over a broad range of
media including their customer on-line flight reservation service shown below. It consists of a warm
blue, warm red, and warm yellow. The designer for Southwest created the web primary pallet of five
colors based on the logo. A secondary pallet was then developed to support the primary pallet with
harmonious colors such as the grey and light blue backgrounds.

Southwest Airlines logo color pallet

Web primary pallet                                      Web secondary pallet

Research reveals that

human beings make a

subconscious judgment

about a user interface

within 90 seconds of ini-

tial viewing and that

between 62% and 90% of

that assessment is based

on color alone.

-The Institute for Color
Research

Southwest Airlines brand as

applied correctly with the

simple use of blue, red,

yellow, and the neutral 

colors of white, gray, and

black, manifesting the brand

of Southwest Airlines: dedi-

cation to the highest quality

of customer service delivered

with a sense of warmth,

friendliness, individual pride,

and company spirit.
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Using Neutral Colors

Black, white, and grays are extremely flexible in conjunction with any corporate identity color pallet.
Be careful not to overshadow the colors of the brand image by using too much neutral color or any
other color. Visual branding still guides your choice for other colors.

From Customer Facing to Internal Power App

Taking the color pallet dictated by the Southwest Airlines corporate identity, here is an example of
what an internal application might look like that would be highly productive for employees. Taking
the primary blue, we created a secondary pallet of its shades. 

BRANDING (Continued)

An example of inappropriate

color usage for Southwest

brand image.The color pallet

choose here doesn’t reflect

their brand and doesn’t give

the user a feeling of afford-

ability, fun, and convenience.
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USABILITY

This highly usable applica-

tion illustrates the use of

color as an accent to tell

the user an element has a

high degree of importance.

The effects of color on

users hasn’t changed

since the web was

born because they

depend on human

behavior, which

changes very slowly.

What affected users

twenty years ago con-

tinues to affect users

today.
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There are many factors of a highly usable web-based applications, including learnability, efficiency,
memorability, errors, and satisfaction. Color choice and usage can significantly add to the quality of
all these factors. Here are some issues to keep in mind.

The “Squint Factor”

This refers to the contrast of the different hues and helps to insure the correct informational hierar-
chy. All the visual and informational elements in the application should emphasize their correct level
of importance and use. 

When looking at a screen, squint your eyes and you will see your design in black and white. Notice
where your eyes are led. They should be directed to the area of most contrasting elements. Maybe
it’s an action button or important navigation or text. Adjust the contrast level of the colors according
to your hierarchy of elements.

White Space

White space refers to the area around elements or text on the screen, usually the background.  It is
a very important layout element. Remember white space doesn’t necessarily mean it is white. It
could be wide open areas of light blue or dark green. White space not only enhances legibility but
allows the user’s eye to be drawn to the information that is most important to communicate.  While
designers concentrate heavily on what to put in they can overlook what to leave out. Without an ade-
quate amount of white space colors lose their emphasis and there is no balance between the ele-
ments on a page. 

Surprisingly, too much white space can have a negative effect. Research has shown that users are
less successful in finding the information they need in a layout with excessive white space. They
have a harder time reading and searching, impairing their productivity.



Simplicity

Remember, the more elements in the interface the busier it gets which proportionately slows pro-
ductivity down. The same applies to color. The more colors used the more their relationships
become complex and confuse the user.

Colors in the browser frame, user desktop, and workspace add to the complexity of visual input to
any user. Fight this complexity with simplicity.

Text color

When designing for web-based products the primary goal is finding information or content and the
text must be legible. Use a high level of contrast between the text and the background to allow the
text to be readable. The most legible color combination is black text on a white background, though
this is not very interesting and might not have the emotional impact you want.

Link, button, and icon color

Navigational elements, whether text links, tabs, or graphical buttons, must be visible and their 
function must be apparent. Making an element visible doesn’t mean showing every navigational 
tool with the same visual prominence. Give it an accent color with high contrast to be visually 
accessible without a user having to search for it.

Change the color of visited links to a color with less contrast. People get lost and move in circles
when website use the same link color for visited and new destinations. To reduce navigational 
confusion, select different colors for the two types of links.

Active and disabled states

A high contrast color button or link tells the user that there is an action available. It demands atten-
tion while a very low contrast color doesn’t require attention and intuitively means disabled to the
user, especially light greys. 

When you combine color

with shape, communication

becomes very powerful.

USABILITY (Continued)
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ERGONOMICS

Ergonomics is how the body physically reacts to colors. Like all human interaction with the external
world, the body’s response to color is a series of complex electrochemical reactions in the eye and
brain. 

Long term use

When light enters the eye, it first passes through the cornea, then the aqueous humor, lens and vit-
reous humor. Ultimately it reaches the retina, which is the light-sensing structure of the eye. The reti-
na contains two types of cells, called rods and cones. Rods handle vision in low light, and cones
handle color vision and detail. When light contacts these two types of cells, a series of complex
chemical reactions occurs. The chemical that is formed (activated rhodopsin) creates electrical
impulses in the optic nerve.

The outer segment of a rod or a cone contains the photosensi-
tive chemicals. The retina contains 100 million rods and 7 million
cones. The retina has a central area, called the macula, that con-
tains a high concentration of only cones. This area is responsible
for sharp, detailed vision.

Warm colors wear the chemicals in the rods and cones out faster
than cool colors. Users will be able to use a GUI more comfort-
ably for long periods of time if it has been designed with a cool
color pallet.

The human eye and brain

can tell the difference

between 10 million shades

of color.

A cool and neutral color 

scheme shown in this well 

known user interface can 

be used comfortably for 

longer periods of time than to an

interface 

using warm colors.
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Here are some other physical reactions to color:

• The most emotionally intense color, red stimulates a faster heartbeat and breathing.

• Orange adopts qualities from both red and yellow

• Yellow is the most difficult color for the eye to take in, so it can be overpowering if overused. 
• An attention getter. While it is considered an optimistic color, people lose their tempers more

often in yellow rooms, and babies will cry more. 
• Yellow enhances concentration, hence its use for legal pads.
• It speeds up metabolism.

• Green is the easiest color on the eye and can actually improve vision. 
• It is a calming, refreshing color. People waiting to appear on TV sit in "green rooms" to relax.

Hospitals often use green because it relaxes patients.

• Blue causes the opposite reaction as red. 
• Peaceful, tranquil blue causes the body to produce calming chemicals.

• Purple adopts qualities from both red and blue

• The human eye sees white as a brilliant color. Although it might have a 
positive phycological effect, large areas of white can cause headaches and eyestrain.

• A depressive color, black has opposite characteristics of white

Color blindness

Color blindness is a physical defect in the eye resulting in the inability to distinguish colors cor-
rectly. If you have normal color vision, you are trichromat. Persons seeing only light and dark are
totally color-blind, or monochromat. 

It is common to be partially color-blind, or dichromat. In the United States 10% of men are color-
blind, while 1% of women are (Gouras, 1985). The dichromat lacks one of the three types of cones.
For example, if the red-green complement of cones is missing, he will be unable to distinguish red
and green and will see all colors as yellow or blue. Among men, about 7-8% of the population 
suffers from red-green color blindness. A few individuals have blue-yellow blindness and see all 
colors as red or green.

Color blindness is an easy disability to accommodate. It demands almost no special coding, 
requiring nothing more than intelligent and informed color choices. If color alone is used to convey
information, people who cannot differentiate between certain colors will not receive the information.
To accommodate color-blind users, make sure that text, graphics, and large areas of color are 
recognizable when viewed without color. To do this, use the “Squint Factor” method of viewing the
UI or simply desaturate your Photoshop file to make sure the contrast levels are of the different 
elements are appropriate.

ERGONOMICS (Continued)
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GLOBALIZATION

With shrinking territorial

barriers and increased

communication, there will

be a greater homogeniza-

tion of color exchanges

throughout the world.

International color preferences

North America Latin America South America Africa Western Europe Eastern Europe The Middle East The Asian Pacific Rim The SW Pacific
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Color around the world

In the same way that language, music, and food differ from one culture to the next, so does the 
significance and meaning attached to color. We react constantly to countless learned, color-coded
messages such as colors that signal stop, go, or wait. But a single color can have very different
meanings in different cultures. 

How we relate to color is intrinsic and is cross-cultural. In Asia orange is positive, spiritually enlight-
ened, and life-affirming color, while in North America it is a sign of road hazards, traffic delays, and
fast-food restaurants. In China green is associated to death unlike the western association with the
color black. In other contexts green is linked to envy. Red means good luck in China while
Westerners associate it with the sporting spirit. 

The meaning of color depends on the context it is placed in. Red is used in the Chinese flag,
the Target store logo, and a Coca-Cola label; all different contexts, all different meanings.This is good
news for designers and makes color choice extremely flexible. Because of the context that a web-
based application is placed in there are few outright taboos in color choice. While this doesn’t mean 
anything goes it does signal that color choice doesn’t need to be a sea of grey to avoid offending
anyone. 



Distinguishing between meanings and emotions. In addition to the physical responses to color
discussed in Ergonomics, colors evoke an emotional response. That emotion could encourage a user
to explore deeper or to move on faster. The correct response depends upon your objective. 

Although there is a psychology of color, is not yet well understood scientifically. Some colors have
universal emotional effects but in most cases their meanings are culturally dependent. While emo-
tions are brought about unconsciously, meanings have a stronger cultural and conventional compo-
nent. The meanings and associations are somewhat uniform in the western world, probably due to
the strong cultural homogenization. 

Here are some of the meanings associated to color in western culture:

Red

• Symbolizes danger, excitement, fire, passion, blood, fight or flight, and some sexual connotation.
• Red is usually used as an accent. Decorators say that red furniture should be perfect since it will

attract attention.

Blue

• Symbolizes loyalty, quietness, serenity, truth, dignity, constancy, reliability, power.
• The color of the sky and the ocean, blue is one of the most popular colors. The majority of all

corporate identities contain some form of blue. 

Black

• Symbolizes sophistication, elegance, power, authority, and rebellion.
• It is stylish and timeless. 
• Implies submission. Priests wear black to signify submission to God. Some fashion experts say

a woman wearing black implies submission to men.
• Aloof or evil. Villains, such as Dracula, often wear black.

WWhhiittee

• Symbolizes innocence, purity, cleanness, luminosity, vacuum.
• It is light, neutral, and goes with everything.
• Doctors and nurses wear white to imply sterility.

Yellow

• Symbolizes warmth, the sun for many cultures, brightness, joy if little saturated.
• Caution

Green

• Symbolizes nature, fresh, vegetation, and health.
• Dark green is masculine, conservative, and implies wealth.

Orange

• Created from red and yellow adopting qualities of both.
• Energetic, festive

Purple

• Symbolizes wealth, royalty, sophistication, intelligence and luxury.
• Because it is rare in nature, purple can appear artificial.

Brown

• Solid, reliable brown is the color of earth and is abundant in nature. 
• Light brown implies genuineness.

GLOBALIZATION (continued)

Our emotional responses to

color are bound up with

associations of other expe-

riences that we’ve had in

our lives.Thus everyone has

their own unique color pref-

erences.
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The style guide is a common document used for print and web design that contain guidelines for
typography, look & feel, measurements, and color. It will ensure a high degree of consistency with-
in your company documents. Without it, people will make their own color decisions on how your
brand will be visually manifested. Specify your web-based color pallet in hex values for ease of use
in code. Take control and insist that this be a component of the design project.

A typical color pallet as seen

in a style guide tells anyone

building or modifying the

application where and how

colors is to be used.

Flame FF661B

Black 000000

Titanium AAAAAA

White FFFFFF

Light Flame FF9B6B

Light Titanium EDEDED

THE STYLE GUIDE
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SUMMARY

The power of color. Wassily Kandinsky was a Russian painter of the early twentieth century. His
use of color is dynamic and evokes many positive responses in many people. Because of the relax-
ing sensation of the symphony of cool colors in Waterlilies, Claude Monet has always been a favorite
of viewers around the world. With the correct use of color, these painters reached their communi-
cation goals, as a designer should with a UI.

Productivity is the quality of being productive or having the power to produce. It is usually meas-
ured by the ratio of the quantity and quality of units produced to the labor per unit of time. An
increase in the ratio indicates an increase in productivity. Conversely, a decrease in the output/input
ratio indicates a decline in productivity. Many things, including layout, connection speed, and navi-
gational paradigm, can contribute to increased productivity in a web-based application.
Unfortunately, it is rare to have the resources to measure an increase in user productivity. 

Color must first be recognized as an essential element for any successful project. Then the design-
er should offer multiple, objective color solutions in the visual design development process at the
beginning of the project. These can be tested with a group of typical users and the feedback used
for refinement. The final color selections should be incorporated into a style guide. A simple, one
page document works to help keep the consistency of color in line.

It’s the designer’s responsibility to keep the visuals on an objective track by considering the influ-
ences of:

• Branding - Ask your Marketing Manager for a copy of your company’s Graphic Standards
Manual. Use the approved colors for a basis for your color pallet.

• Usability - Make it easy for users though the use of color. There’s absolutely no reason to be 
complex. Simplicity works!

• Ergonomics - Realize that colors affect users on a physical level.
• Globalization - It’s good to know the “meaning” of colors in different cultures, but because of

the context that an web-based application is placed in, there are few outright taboos in color
choice.

Humans are emotional beings and are energized by a variety of colors used together. Over the
centuries human behavior hasn’t changed dramatically and the response to color hasn’t changed
either. Use color, but respect it. It is very powerful stuff. 

Recommended resources for Color Usage

• Color Harmony for the Web: A Guide for Creating Great Color Schemes On-Line by 
Callin Boyle

• Global Graphics: Color by L.K.Peterson & Cheryl Dangel Cullen
• The Enjoyment & Use of Color by Walter Sargent 

• http:www.useit.com - Jakob Nielson’s Website on useable information technology
• http://www.pantone.com - the leader in color matching systems
• http://www.colormatters.com
• http://www.ccicolor.com/research.html

Tools 

• The most commonly used tool in web-based design is Adobe PhotoShop
• A guide to choosing colors. “The Web Wheel” can be found at 

http://www.colorwheelco.com

“Color is the keyboard, the

eyes are the harmonies, the

soul is the piano with many

strings.The artist is the

hand that plays, touching

one key or another, to cause

vibrations in the soul.”

- Wassily Kandinsky

Claude Monet
Waterlilies, Green Reflection
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Started in 1995 in Grass
Valley, California, Tristream
has ridden the Internet

wave almost from its beginning. Our California
location put us in an ideal position to serve the
amazing explosion of creativity that flourished in
Silicon Valley until its much discussed implosion.
Tristream flourished (and learned) along with the
Internet boom. Fortunately our client base was
not limited to Silicon Valley, and we have not only
survived, but thrived, since year 2000’s sharp
downturn.

Through the years Tristream has established an
award winning methodology for user interface
design which combines our experience in strate-
gic planning, experience design and usability,
visual design, leading edge display coding and
back end integration. In fact, Tristream garnered
an award for "Top Ten Intranets of 2001" from the
Nielsen Norman Group for work done for Cisco
Systems internal sales consolidation application --
I-Deal. (The Nielsen Norman Group’s founder,
Jakob Nielsen, has pioneered research and analy-
sis in the field of web usability.)

Tristream’s current client base includes KPMG,
Cendant Mobility, Logitech and other enterprises
whose business practices depend on easy-to-use
and highly-productive web-based applications.

The Author

Phil Dyer has been in the visual design industry in
a professional capacity for over 30 years. He grad-
uated for Art Center College of Design in 1981
with honors. He is one of three partners that
founded Tristream in 1995 focusing on web-based
products.

©2005 Tristream Contact information:

Joseph Selbie

President & CEO
jselbie@tristream.com
530-477-5777 x202

Bill Fehr

VP of Client Services & Brand Strategy
bfehr@tristream.com
530-277-1776

Phil Dyer

Creative Director & Visual Designer
pdyer@tristream.com
831-426-5777

For a complete overview of Tristream’s service
offerings, see www.tristream.com.
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